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1. Policy Overview

1.1. Concept

Constructor University offers university housing on campus to its students. The on-campus housing is mandatory for students in their first study year. Along with the rent of a room comes a mandatory fee for board/meal plan. The current fee is 1.500/1.750€ per semester.

Constructor University offers three daily meals (breakfast, lunch, and dinner) for the students living on campus. For this purpose, Constructor University is working together with an external catering company. Medirest GmbH (Scolarest) has been commissioned to provide university catering services on campus. Therefore, the revenue collected from the serveries will be forwarded to the contracted caterer.

For a standard meal plan 12.66€ are deposited on each registered Campus Card every day. On the first day of a new semester a starting balance of 88.62€ (7x12.66€) is deposited on each registered Campus Card. The automatic daily deposits will stop one week before Graduation Day (unless the students are continuing their rental period of their room on campus over the summer), and the starting balance can be used for the last week of the spring semester.

Every time a student buys food or beverages in the serveries or coffee bar, the system subtracts the corresponding amount from the remaining balance. Please, note that not all of the items available in the coffee bar can be paid for from the meal plan.

The highest possible balance on any student Campus Card is 177.24€. If the balance on the Campus Card has reached 177.24€, the daily deposit of 12.66€ will not be made. The meal plan balance is cleared completely by the end of July.

1.2. Removal from Meal Plan

Under special circumstances, and considering that there are serious reasons (severe food allergies or other health issues) that prevent a student from eating in the serveries, they may be allowed to cancel their meal plan. For more information, please contact College Coordinator of your college.